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Flat display? Satellite modem? What do YOU need?
Decide what you want your computer to do, and then pick the parts that get you there     

If your top priority is cool multimedia, you have different computer needs from your pal who can't wait to play games online. Follow Dan's proven system, and you'll come out with the right stuff, buy it from a reliable source that offers the support you need, put it all together, and become PC-savvy without the headaches!     

Discover how to     

	Determine what software you need
	Choose the hardware that runs it best
	Shop for service and support
	Pick the peripherals for what you want to do
	Decide between laptops and desktops


About the Author

Dan Gookin wrote the original For Dummies book, DOS For Dummies, in 1991. He features many of his bestsellers and keeps up with his fans on his popular Web site, wambooli.com
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MCDBA, MCSE, MCSD, MCAD Training Guide (70-229): SQL Server 2000 Database Design and ImplementationQue, 2003
MCAD/MCSD/MCSE Training Guide (70-229): SQL Server 2000 Database Design and Implementation is the perfect study guide to help you pass the 70-229 exam, which is an elective for the MCSD, MCAD, MCDBA, and MCSE programs. If you are preparing for this exam, you'll find our Training Guide to be the most effective self-study tool in the market! This...
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Foundations of F# (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2007
Functional programming (FP) is the future of .NET programming, and F# is much more than just an FP language. Every professional .NET programmer needs to learn about FP, and there's no better way to do it than by learning F#--and no easier way to learn F# than from Foundations of F#.
If you're already familiar with FP, you'll find F#...
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C# Database BasicsO'Reilly, 2012

	Using databases in C# can be daunting for developers moving from VB6, VBA, or

	Access. From the differences in the .NET syntax to the curly braces and semicolons,

	just looking at the code in C# for the first time can be intimidating. As you start to use

	C#, the small changes you need to make become easier and the code starts to flow...
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Designing for Windows 8: Fundamentals of Great Design in Windows Store AppsApress, 2013

	Designing for Windows 8 is a fast-paced, 150-page primer on the key design concepts you need to create successful Windows 8 apps. This book will help you design a user interface that is both delightful and effective, feels ‘right’ to your users, and encapsulates a great Windows 8 experience.

	

	In this book,...
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PMP® Exam Practice Test and Study Guide, Ninth Edition (ESI International Project Management Series)Auerbach Publications, 2013

	PMP® Exam: Practice Test and Study Guide, Ninth Edition uses self-study to help readers increase their chances of passing the PMP certification exam the first time. This spiral-bound edition includes 40 multiple-choice practice questions in each of the ten knowledge areas and in the...
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Open Source Intelligence Methods and Tools: A Practical Guide to Online IntelligenceApress, 2018

	Apply Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) techniques, methods, and tools to acquire information from publicly available online sources to support your intelligence analysis. Use the harvested data in different scenarios such as financial, crime, and terrorism investigations as well as performing business competition analysis and acquiring...
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